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Or…catching the eye of our patrons

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�What this section will cover:Background on Electronic Resources Marketing in library landKey parts of a marketing plan with my own case studyFocus on conducting marketing research and what I found worked and didn’t work.Practice developing measurable goals with assessment (again with examples)
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Presentation Notes
I had done a bit of work with digital signs at NC State, but that was about it.  To me, initially marketing felt dirty and corporate. I was proud that I did not work for The Capitalistic Man, and I didnt want to have to sink to that level.  But I began to do research on marketing research in general and in the library in particular, and it dawned on me that I was not trying to force someone to buy something here or have them make bad decisions.  I was actually attempting to help them improve their research and lives in a way that was totally free to them.  Okay!  This is just another way of outreach!  And when you look at it as outreach and making sure the products you have actually help people, it becomes a lot more palatable.



Why market?
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Simple answer, I was asked to by my boss.  But as I began to dig into it more and explore, I realized the reason that this needed to get done was because we had started spending a lot of money on these resources and did not really know if they were ever making it to the intended audience.   We were purchasing blindly and praying things worked.  I realized that I needed to see where the gaps between what we *thought* people should use a lot and what people *actually* were using were, why those gaps existed and how we could begin to approach filling those gaps.



General 
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E-Resource 
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Did research because I knew not a lot about marketing.  Discovered a few things.There has not been a lot written about e-resources marketing, especially not marketing that has been conducted in a systematic way with a plan, goals laid out from the beginning and regular assessment.  Most just done off the cuff (hey, this would probably be a good idea!)Also not a lot done with market research to determine what methods and populations to targetWhy?  Probably because we always want deliverables and results and doing all those other steps takes time.  I am still way behind schedule from where I thought I would be because I am trying to be so thurough, and I even have had to drop things.It is also a lot more workBenefits:  I feel much more clear on what I am actually doing.
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I decided to follow the marketing advice and templates from literally my fav marketing book ever, Marketing Your Library’s Electronic Resources by Marie R. Kennedy and Cheryl LaGuardia.  If you want to do anything with marketing e-resources I would recommend reading this book.  It is by far the best most clear advice out there.  I will say, don’t worry about following it all to a T.  It CAN be a bit overkill.  I will show where I deviated just do to time.
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ho needs to be involved in the effort possibly? Who will this mostly effect or need permission from?  Often key people include anyone in charge of the web, any marketing librarian that you might have, your subject liaisons and especially your head of collection development or those deeply involved in collections.At UNCG, for example, I first spoke to the AD of collections and my boss (head of tec services) to see what their expectations and desires were for this marketing  I found out from them that they wanted an exploration but were especially concerned with the marketing of less standard resources, particularly streaming media, which we had invested a lot into but had not really understood the impact it was having, if any.Also spoke with our Dean of the libraries at the time to make sure this fit with the strategic plan and got permission to form a working group with representatives from all of the stakeholders.  Team consisted of Web and Systems Librarian, Marketing Specialist, Distance Ed librarian (because they are one of the biggest users of the resources and to rep Research and Info Lit), Residency LIbrarian, and a member of the electronic resources staff.  Having this team in place allowed me to both spread out the work and also make sure all stakeholders are having a voice in our decisions and stay informed about plans.



Surveying the Landscape
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Presentation Notes
Note this is not actually part of the Marketing plan- but it informs everything I did and flowed both before and after developing Objectives for the Plan.Conducted numerous approaches, from simple to pretty developed.  Took many of them from my reading but ignored some.



Good! Not so Good
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First step-interviewed those who had marketed e-resource before me.  If you can actually still get in touch with folks, this is a really great way to do make sure you build on successes from the past and do not repeat mistakes.  Developed a list of questions (which you can see on the screen) to ask both our head of tech services and the former e-resources librarian (now head of collections).  Even if they are not at your library though, you can still track previous people down.I learned from speaking to both stakeholders that in the past most marketing was done on an ad hoc basis, someone had an idea they thought would work and it was done.  Also found out most marketing was based around new resources and not bringing up older purchases.  Successful things included a “learn about your library resource” event in which different services and resources of the library were highlighted- well attended due to food and booze.  Outreach events in conjunction with other trainings for faculty seem to also work well-go to them.  Webinars/presentations from vendors or librarians in the library are not well attended.  Hard to make faculty and students actually take time to come to library to do something.Social media has not worked super well either.  Not a good platform it seems for engagement (this means facebook and twitter mostly).  Physical represenatation seems to also have worked (posters, flyers, etc) but this has never been tested. In fact, marketing has never been assessed.
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Asked Residency librarian to look on website and tell me all main areas where one could access e-resources, again to know what we were doing and see where problems might fall.  
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Report showed that only way to get to a *specific* resource through front page of website was using Spotlight-something I had started when we got a new more general resource to highlight them.
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Could use search, which would take you to e-resources but not a particular one, which is probably okay?Most ways to get into a specific resource were at least one to two clicks away, making it a bit challenging to find or stumble across.  This made me realize that one of the objectives was to forefront resources more on the website and make things easier to browse.
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Spoke to stakeholders and team to decide on an initial target market.  Decided to focus on distance education students and faculty because the only resources they can use are e-resources (so it is essential they know about them), there have been recent surveys done on campus showing they feel disconnected from services, and because their population has exploded in recent years.



Asking the users
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Based on this decision, decided to conduct market research.  Market research is something it seems not many libraries do, but I found to be essential.  I wanted our marketing to use effective strategies and forms of publicity and I did not want to guess what those might be!  Developed two surveysDeveloped two surveys in conjunction with DE librarian Sam Harlow.  Still getting results in, but I wanted to share examples of questions to ask and a bit of survey advice.Write survey objectives before you write a survey.  What do you want to know?  What gaps are you trying to discover?  I wrote this survey with my main goal of “I want to know where students and faculty currently go to find new information and see if there is a gap between where they can go in the library and where they are actually going”.  I also wanted to see “what methods do they respond to well for learning about new information/resources”.  Finally I wanted to see how they current viewed library electronic resources to see if there was a gap between what they thought the library had and what we actually offer.
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How often do you use these resources to find new information for your classes and research (pointing to finding the first goal, the gap of where they currently go versus where we might want them to go!),
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ow often do you use these methods to learn about new resources and content for your class and research (getting at what methods/forms of publicity we might want to use that we currently are not using)
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For faculty, asked a special question of “what resources would you recommend to your students” for various tasks such as begin a literature search or find a topic for a research paper.  Again, gets at gaps of knowledge between what they recommend versus what we have or might be more useful.
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Also asked “What reasons prevent you from using UNCG’s electronic resources more frequently” to try and identify common barriers and address them in our own workflow and discovery services.Sent this survey out to all students who are classified as taking an online course (it is a lot!) and all faculty who are marked as teaching an online course this semester.  Officially end is October 30th, but already getting some results.



The 
Marketing 

Plan
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Based on all this research, I concluded a few things that we then took into making our objectives.  One, that we should focus on general reference and streaming media, two that we needed to make sure that we pushed content more to the front page of the library website when possible, three that we should focus on DE students, and four that we should focus our efforts on a combination of online and in print publicity along with outreach where we went to where the students and faculty actually are.  We should not create programs where we expect faculty and students to come into the library.  We also should provide food if possible



Objectives

Strategies

Forms of Publicity

Assessment

Logistics
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-Marketing plans don’t have to be long and contain five parts.  You might wonder why you do them.  The main reason that I have found developing one so helpful is because it forces you to think about creating measurable goals and how you will assess these goals right from the very beginning.  It gives you a plan and makes sure  you build in periodic checks and measurement.Main parts are Objectives (those are the measurable goals!), Strategies (what you will actually do to market the resources), Forms of Publicity (these are the mediums you will use to implement your strategies and accomplish your goals) and Assessment/Evaluation (these are the ways you will actually measure if you met your objectives and the processes you will use to adjust things) and target audience (who are you actually trying to reach?), and logistics (budget, staff, timeline)



Objectives
•Visibility
•Embedded in Classroom
•Usage
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Based on what I said above during the environmental scan, the group came up with these objectives:1.  Raise the visibility of streaming media and general reference resources online for distance students and faculty2. Increase faculty usage of streaming media and general reference material in their online courses, for both course assigned material and suggestions for student research4. Increase usage of selected resources by 10% over the next year.



Measurement!
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Notice that all of those can be measured.  This is important.  When I wrote these up, I thought about how each could be measured.  For example, the first objective can be measured a few ways.  One could look at google analytics for how many views various forms of online publicity received compared to last year, how many hits on social media, how many subscriptions to a blog etc.  Once could also do an informal survey on the webpage asking users how they found out about whatever resource they are looking at (a pop up survey basically).  Because I am thinking about how to measure a goal when I write it, I already know how to assess and build on my program.
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�Though not fully done with the survey, based on stakeholder suggestions and desires and the environmental scan, we have also created a few marketing strategies, based around increasing visibility of selected resources online and in the library.Develop a blog devoted to selected resources and feature this on the front page blog roll and spotlighted on the front page of the library websitePromote new methods of learning about resources to faculty and students through outreach and working through liaison librarians to departmentsCoordinate promotion of selected resources to other platforms with the marketing team, such as social media and other campus marketing tools.Seek out opportunities to work with organizations across campus to promote resources at trainings and events for students and faculty.Build regular trainings and ways to share knowledge internally with reference and instruction and liaison librarians. �
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They might not be all used in all the strategies, but it gives an idea of what things you will be using.  We will be adding to this and possibly removing things once full survey results come in, but an example that i would use includeBlogSpotlight Digital Signs in the library and across campusCampus Weekly (on campus newsletter)Social Media (Facebook, Twitter)Website Blog RollEmails to faculty via liaisonsUniversity CalenderPresentations to faculty and students (able to be viewed remotely)
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This is where you lay out possible ways to assess if one has met the objectives.  This is not telling you what success looks like (that is in the objectives) but instead how you will find out if you have met your goals.  You might not be able to do all of these things, but it is useful to make a list of each objective and tell how you will assess.�Example For Objective Three:�To assess success for Objective Three, one could say that we will assess this objective through pulling counter usage statistics for the same period for each resource targeted and do a comparison between the two. This is where you lay out possible ways to assess if one has met the objectives.  This is not telling you what success looks like (that is in the objectives) but instead how you will find out if you have met your goals.  You might not be able to do all of these things, but it is useful to make a list of each objective and tell how you will assess.�Example For Objective Three:�To assess success for Objective Three, one could say that we will assess this objective through pulling counter usage statistics for the same period for each resource targeted and do a comparison between the two. 
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As you work through this, you might see other flaws or issues with other procedures.  Pay attention to those and add them into the plan if you can.  Remember this plan should be assessed not only at the end of every year, but can be revised and changed regularly.  Example, as I was going through this process, I realized that we don’t really have a good system to make sure we successfully and consistently get the word out about new resources.  I then developed a checklist based on some of the methods of publicity we want to use, to make sure that when we get a new “big” resource- meaning something that is more generally applicable to a broader range of students.  This is of course subjective, but generally it is something that could be used by numerous audiences or an entire school.  Checklist lists all of the steps that each person should do for a new resource including:Write a spotlight for the websiteWrite a blog post to feature the resourceSend a blurb out to campus weeklyMake a digital sign advertising the resourceSend an email out to all liaisons telling about resource and asking to pass along to facultyAdd resource to KB and Database A-Z list if appropriateAdd EzProxy stanza to EzProxy config fileAdd to list of e-resources to be able to link to easily in libguide
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Though marketing can be intimidating and might even seem unsuitable for a library, with all the competition a library faces today for eyes, it really is essential.  In this presentation, I attempted to share my own process, and through that case study, demonstrate an outline and best practices when you are thinking of developing your own marketing research and plans for your library.  
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